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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

Markov Decision Processes with Embedded Agents

We present Markov Decision Processes with Embedded Agents (MDPEAs), an exten-
sion of multi-agent POMDPs that allow for the modeling of environments that can
change the actuators, sensors, and learning function of the agent, e.g., a household
robot which could gain and lose hardware from its frame, or a sovereign software
agent which could encounter viruses on computers that modify its code. We show
several toy problems for which standard reinforcement-learning methods fail to con-
verge, and give an algorithm, ‘just-copy-it‘, which learns some of them. Unlike MDPs,
MDPEAs are closed systems and hence their evolution over time can be treated as
a Markov chain. In future work, we hope MDPEAs can be extended to model even
fully embedded agents acting in real digital or physical environments.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Sequential decision problems are problems where an agent must act and plan in an
environment where its actions have long-term consequences. Sequential problems are
di↵erent from e.g., classification problems because in the latter there is no notion
of planning or consequence. Sequential problems can be complex or simple, discrete
or continuous, supervised or unsupervised, but in all cases, an agent is acting in an
environment over time to achieve a goal or maximize a utility or reward function.

One important formalization of sequential problems is Markov decision processes
(MDPs), which break it into states, actions, a transition function, and a reward
function. MDPs are an extremely expressive model; they can represent anything
from board games and video games to resource management and process scheduling
to stock trading to autonomous vehicles to theorem proving.

An MDP can be considered as a precise statement of a sequential problem; its
solution is a policy that maps each state to the action which maximizes expected
reward.1 Reinforcement learning (RL) is the study of algorithms that take an MDP
as input and produce a policy for that environment as output. Most RL methods rely
on trial and error in an environment to learn its dynamics and create a good policy:
take semi-random action, record the results, and use that information.

Reinforcement learning is only fully applicable2 to situations where

(1) the agent cannot be destroyed or killed,
(2) the agent’s actuators cannot be modified, added to, or removed,
(3) the agent’s sensors cannot be modified, added to, or removed,
(4) the agent’s learning algorithm and parameters cannot be changed by and are

not observable to other agents,
(5) the agent’s parameter space is large enough to model the environment exten-

sively,
(6) the environment provides an incorruptible, invisible, well-specified reward chan-

nel directly to the agent, and
(7) no single action will permanently lockout more than a ‘small amount’ of utility3.

These assumptions fail in core potential application areas of RL. For example, in
robotics, which is at the surface well-suited to be modeled as an MDP, in practice,
most training can only be done in simulation, or else the robot would risk damaging
itself or destroying things or hurting people [1,2]. Simulations are always lower fidelity
than the real world, so many tasks cannot really be simulated at all, or else the robot
trained only in simulation has unexpected failures once deployed. A simple example of

1Policies can be probabilistic; in that case they map each state to an optimal distribution over
next-actions.

2‘fully applicable’ meaning that e.g., simulations will be accurate, proofs of algorithms’ correct-
ness or convergence are valid, etc.

3sub-linear regret is a common definition of this notion
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the di�culty of simulation: even modern physics engines essentially fail to represent
what happens when one surface of one material touches another surface of another
material [3]. These errors at the detailed level lead to macro-errors in the overall
dynamics of a system.

A variety of scenarios and ways that the assumption of a cleanly-split and catastrophe-
free environment can fail is demonstrated by Leike et al. [4]. Agents may be able
to gain access to the reward channel, permanently lock out all reward with a dam-
aging action, or exploit a misspecified reward function to ‘solve’ the MDP without
completing an intended task.

What is needed here? How should these challenges be addressed? We contend
that small patches to augment learning algorithms or MDPs for specific use-cases are
insu�cient and that a significant reworking of the model is needed. For example,
human intervention to prevent catastrophes [5] cannot be used when actions must
be taken on the scale of milliseconds, as in the case of e.g. stock-trading algorithms,
which have more examples of catastrophic failures than can be enumerated (e.g. the
2010 flash crash [6]).

What is the reality of sequential problems? Let us start from scratch and see
what model seems natural. First, agents are never outside of the environment, never
completely separated from it. All sandboxed environments, such as controller input
in Super Mario World [7], embedded javascript in messages in Microsoft Teams [8],
and even air-gapped computers in Faraday cages [9,10] have some kind of memory
leak or other way the barrier breaks down. So we must begin with the notion that
the agent and the environment are tangled.

Secondly, no environment is truly episodic. There is no ‘reset level’ button or
timer in real environments. In fact, the most important characterizing property of
sequential problems may be permanent consequences. This is partially captured
in the notion of single-/few-shot learning [11] or lifelong learning [12], but we should
make it central to our model.

One could go so far as to say the notion of agents is itself confused, and that
an environment is simply matter proceeding through time according to the laws of
physics. We are not so extreme; agents seem like a very real and natural concept,
and dissolving them leaves the model with little to o↵er, and renders it incompatible
with the extensive tooling developed for reinforcement learning. As a compromise
between tractability and accuracy, we make the following assumptions:

(1) There is an environment which is entirely closed excepting the reward and
transition functions.

(2) There are agents in this environment, although they may be created, modified,
and destroyed.

(3) Agents perceive the environment and each other through sensors, although
which sensors a particular agent possesses may change.4

(4) Agents act on the environment through actuators, although agents may gain or
lose them.

4Sensors, reward functions, and the transition function can all be made probabilistic.
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(5) Each agent stores memories, algorithms, etc., in some kind of body or brain that
is itself part of the environment, although it is subject to harm or improvement
by the agent itself, by the environment, or by other agents.

(6) Each agent is entirely defined by its sensors, actuators, and brain.
(7) There is a transition function which specifies how the environment changes over

time and what each actuator does.
(8) Hence there must also be an environment-wide clock5 and each time it ticks,

all agents take actions and the entire environment updates simultaneously, ac-
cording to the transition function.

(9) When an agent is created, the transition function assigns it a reward function,
which gives the brain of the agent a real-numbered reward at each timestep,
although the agent may ignore this value.6

We call this model a Markov decision process with embedded agents (MDPEA).
Our hope is that simulations of MDPEAs are more accurate to the real problems
being modeled (because they can represent a broader category of dynamics in the
world) and that this leads to learning algorithms which are both more reliable (be-
cause they can detect and avoid possible dangers that would otherwise be invisible),
and more performant (because they can make changes and do hando↵s that would
otherwise be unavailable). Aside from the perspective and model itself, we make two
contributions.

First, we present a test suite MDPEA-gym of three code-implemented environments
and three described environments which give di↵erent learning challenges for agents
and reveal di↵erent limitations of MDPs. These address issues from multi-agent trust
when recursive inspection is possible to using an environment to improve an algorithm
to avoiding permanent loss.

Second, we describe an algorithm, just-copy-it, that acts in some of these
environments and successfully evaluates self-modifying actions, taking beneficial ones
and avoiding harmful ones. This task is relatively narrow and our algorithm only
solves it in ideal conditions; much room is left for future learning algorithms that
solve other challenges in MDPEAs.

5Or an outside observer can imagine such a clock without loss of information
6We keep reward functions for compatibility, but they can be discarded for more reasonable

agent-originating utility functions when possible.
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Chapter 2 Background

A Markov decision process (MDP) models a single agent acting in an environment
and is defined as a tuple M = hS,A, T,R, �i.

S is the set of possible world states that the agent could possibly be in. This
could be the position of the agent in a maze, the velocity and position of balls
on a billiards table, or any other fully-observable and Markovian state that does
not include the agent or policy. The set of states can be finite or infinite, and
discrete or continuous.
A is the set of actions that the agent can take. Typically, the agent is permitted
to take any action in any state, but if an action does not ‘make sense,’ then
its e↵ect is null. It may be infinite or continuous. Examples of actions in a
variety of domains: making a buy order in a stock-trading environment; going
a direction in a maze; applying a particular angle, force, and position of a pool
cue in billiards.
T : S ⇥ A ! S is the transition function mapping each state and action to
the next state. It may have probabilistic output. In the billiards example, the
physics of the bouncing balls is encoded in the transition function.
R : S ⇥ A ! S is the reward function, and maps each state-action pair to a
particular ‘reward,’ meant to indicate success on the task. Note that this comes
from the environment and is itself not part of the agent. The agent tries to take
those actions which maximize cumulative discount reward.
0 < �  1 is the discount factor, which signifies how much more valuable reward
is sooner than later..1 ]

Note that the policy itself, and the learning algorithm creating the policy, are not
considered part of M . Reward R and discount � are not even used by a policy, only
by the learning algorithm and for evaluation, so they can be discarded when running
a fixed policy in an environment.

MDPs are a mathematical construction, but are subject to some constraints when
used in a computational setting, such as time-complexity analysis or execution on a
computer. For example, the transition function must be computable, each state and
action must be finitely representable, and the sets of actions and states must typically
be computationally enumerable. This rules out, for example, using arbitrary real
numbers for reward instead of floating-points.

Reinforcement learning [15] is a collection of methods for solving MDPs. A so-
lution to an MDP is an optimal policy, i.e. a function ⇡ : S ! A which (proba-
bilistically) takes that action that maximizes the expected cumulative reward in the

1One problematic aspect of discount factors is that, at some time horizon, the destruction of the
universe costs less than avoiding eating a single Cheeto now. This is rarely a problem in practice.
See discussion here [13,14]
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environment, given that the agent will continue to follow the policy. I.e.,

⇡
⇤ := argmax

⇡
E[⇡],where

E[⇡] := E
" 1X

t=t0

R(St, At)�
t

����� ⇡
#
.

Two extremely simple policies are the random policy and the constant policy,
and they serve as simple benchmarks to compare against. An elegant and versatile
algorithm for creating policies is tabular Q-learning [16], which stores a table of
estimated expected values of each state-action pair.2 We will use Q-learning as the
base of just-copy-it.

A stochastic game [17] is essentially the multi-agent version of an MDP. It is
defined as a tuple hS,A1, . . . , An, T, R1, . . . , Rni where n is the number of agents.
All agents share the same environment and transition function, but each agent has
its own action set and reward function. A stochastic game is considered to be fully
observable in the sense that the entire state is visible to every agent, but this is
misleading: from the perspective of an individual agent, the environment is no longer
Markovian. In this sense, all stochastic games are POMDPs. It is conceivable, e.g. in
robotics, that one agent could perceive the available actions or the reward function
of another agent. For that matter, even the internal learning algorithm of another
agent is sometimes perceptible. We aim to model this.

A partially-observable Markov decision process (POMDP) is a 7-tuple hS,A, T,R,⌦, O, �i,
where

S, A, T , R, � are as in an MDP,
⌦ is the set of possible observations, and
O is the set of conditional observation probabilities.

A learning algorithm (e.g. Q-learning) in this environment does not provide a
policy that maps states to actions, but instead e↵ectively implements a function
from a history of observation-action pairs to actions. This is crucial: in an MDP,
the original learning algorithm can be discarded once a policy is produced, but in
a POMDP, the learning algorithm is shackled to the simulation. The performance
of an agent depends on its ability to model those dynamics of the statespace and
transition function which are important for predicting reward; at one extreme, the
agent can re-establish a Markovian representation of the state and use the powerful
techniques available for that; at the other extreme, either the observations give no
useful information or the agent is completely unable to compress the history, and
each timestep the action is no better than random.

Note that POMDPs do not have a notion of sensors, but instead the environment
directly delivers perceptions (observations) to the learning algorithm. However, sen-
sors can still be represented. For example, you can simulate an agent picking up

2Its primary limitation is that it requires finite and discrete action and statespaces, but this
can be overcome with a variety of methods including storing an approximated table as weights in a
neural network.
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a camera by transitioning to another ‘layer’ of the statespace where the transitions
are the same, but O provides richer information to the learning algorithm. This is
ontologically problematic: the agent has transitioned to a completely disjoint set of
states, but none of the action dynamics seem to have changed.

MDPs, POMDPs, & stochastic games do not directly represent actuators either.
To model picking up a hammer, essentially the environment transitions to another
portion of statespace where the old actions have null e↵ect and the new actions start
to have an e↵ect. But the new actions were not there before and the statespace
should not really have changed! We aim to integrate sensors & actuators directly
into our model to make it more philosophically consistent with the standard [18]
actuator-sensor-brain model of agents.

6



Chapter 3 Related Work

This paper is largely inspired by [19], which pellucidly explains the challenges lying
between today’s RL framework and the goal of creating intelligent agents that are fully
embedded in their environment. We place our framework, our proposed algorithm,
and our test set in the context of the literature.

There have been countless e↵orts to extend the MDP to model a broader range
of scenarios, from partial observability [20,21] and multiple agents [17,22] to param-
eterized actions spaces [23] to constraints on expected reward [24] to decentralized
partial-observability [25]. The MDPEA is not strictly broader than all of these exten-
sions in the sense that they are each precisely an instance of an MDPEA; however, the
essential dynamics of each of them can be e↵ectively emulated by an MDPEA. The
goal of our framework is much broader and more ambitious than most other exten-
sions: we aim to model most important aspects of multiple agents acting embedded
in their environment.

MDPEAs are compatible with MDPs and standard RL algorithms, and we hope
that they are directly applicable to useful, real-world problems. Other frameworks of
embedded agents such as resource-bounded open-source game theory [26] or bounded-
rational self-modifying agents [27] are in some ways more expressive, elegant, and
theoretically tractable than MDPEAs, but are not immediately applicable.

Our algorithm, just-copy-it is a limited black-box approach for agents to evalu-
ate self-modifying actions. This is a far more narrow goal than that of self-improving
programs more generally and separate from the goals of minimizing side e↵ects in
the environment outside of the agent [5,28] or reducing the complexity of large action
spaces [29].

The MDPEA-gym is meant to serve as a small standard test set that future learning
algorithms can be evaluated on. This is in the same spirit as the OpenAI Gym [30]
(a varied set of challenging reinforcement-learning test environments), [4] (a set of
gridworlds meant to evaluate an agent’s safety and robustness), and the [31] (which
provides a suite of environments to demonstrate di↵erent properties of the universal
Bayesian agent [32]). MDPEA-gym is aimed specifically at the MDPEA and notions of
sensors and actions.

One work of note is the 1984 game called Core War [33], where two players each
design an assembly program on a virtual machine, which are then executed in parallel
until one program hijacks the other’s instruction pointer. The game is a successful
model of nearly fully-embedded agents1 and due to its popularity has been subject
to extensive analysis and has a large database of player programs, which are useful
objects of study when designing other embedded algorithms. However, Core War is
limited in that there is only ever one goal in the environment, and hence there is little
for agents to learn, and it cannot represent common useful tasks.

1‘Nearly’ because the immutable ‘instruction pointers’ from the virtual machine is somewhat
dualistic.
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Our work is an e↵ort to expand slightly out from the fully-dualistic framing of
MDPs to a partially embedded one. Alternatively, one could start from a fully embed-
ded model such as cellular automata or particle physics simulations, and try to build
up notions of agents. Examples of such e↵orts are the formalization of preferences
within physical world models [34], defining action and perception from the ground up
[35], detecting emergent processes within a simulation at di↵erent granularities [36]2.
We choose not to make our model fully embedded to keep it partially compatible
with existing learning algorithms and analysis techniques from the RL literature.

2e.g. gliders in Conway’s game of life can be treated as a unit. Or in our world, cells can be
treated as units for most purposes, planets can be treated as units for astrophysics, etc.

8



Chapter 4 Model

An Markov decision process with embedded agents M = hS,A, T,R, P, Se, Br, �i is
composed of

a set S of states,
a set A of actions,
a transition function T : S ⇥ hAgi⇤ ⇥ hAi⇤ ! S ⇥ hAgi⇤ which maps a state, a
vector of agents, and their actions at time T to a state and vector of agents at
time T + 1, where the number of agents may change,

– (this enables the environment to add, remove, and modify the agents)

a reward function R : S ⇥ hAi⇤ ! hRi⇤ which maps each state and vector of
actions to a vector of rewards,

– (Alternatively, view the transition function as assigning a reward function
to each agent when it is created.)

a set P of perceptions,1

a set Se of sensors, where each sensor is a function se : S ⇥ hRi⇤ ⇥ hAgi⇤ ! P

which maps the state of the environment, a vector of rewards, and a vector of
agents to a perception,
a set Br of possible brains or learning algorithms, where each br : R ⇥
2P ⇥2A ! A⇥Br maps a reward, percept, and action set to a particular action,
and a new brain for time T + 1,2 and finally
a discount factor �.

One agent is defined a tuple ag = hbr, Aag, Seagi of a brain, actions, and sensors.
The set Ag of agents above is the cross product of brains, action sets, and sensor
tuples:

Ag := Br ⇥ 2A ⇥ 2Se.

Hence, the set of possible agents need not be specified in the definition of a particular
MDPEA. However, it is sometimes helpful to have two more additional attributes:

an initial state S0, and
an initial set of agents hAg0i.

The MDPEA is a closed process that proceeds through time without input, which
makes it truly Markovian from an outside perspective. Simulation proceeds in the
following order:

1We choose the term ‘perception’ instead of ‘observation’ as a reminder that the data comes
from the sensors.

2This allows us to capture the change to the policy over time within the MDPEA itself.
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procedure simulate(agents, state, transition, reward_of):

# each agent is tuple of sensors, actions, and brain

rewards = [0 for each agent]

actions = empty array

loop forever:

simultaneously for each agent in agents:

percept = [sensor(state, agents, rewards)

for each sensor in agent.sensors]

action, agent.brain :=

agent.brain(rewards[agent], percept, agent.actions)

actions[agent] = action

rewards = reward_of(state)

state, agents := transition(state, agents, actions)

Note that there are no episodes strictly speaking in this model. An environment
may teleport the agent back to a start state when it reaches a place, but in general,
any e↵ects of the agent’s actions can persist indefinitely. Also note that, at each
timestep, an agent first updates its own brain, then the environment may change
the agent. Finally, states do not contain agents, but the transition function and all
sensors have access to the vector of agents.

4.1 Consideration of framing

This model could be made more granular, e.g. by breaking the brain into (procedure,
parameters, memory) or having distinct kinds of actions or sensors. It could also
be made more coarse by collapsing the sensor set into a single perception function,
or by eliminating the notion of perceptions and just having the agent brain act di-
rectly on the state. However, the present level of structure allows modifications to be
characterized more easily, for example, some modifications only add sensors, which
would not be as clear if the modification instead replaced an entire sense function.
And when more detail is necessary on a class of objects, the set under consideration
can be constrained and characterized, and transition defined in terms of that charac-
terization, which we do in case study 1. In short, we’ve chosen the minimal level of
detail necessary to capture what we believe to be the core problems in this area.

A second question is the computability of this framework. Sensors are func-
tions mapping states, agents, and rewards to data, but each agent has its own set
of sensors, and those, in turn, do take the first sensor as part of their input. This
suggests that MDPEAs permit the description of environments which cannot actu-
ally be computed.3 Even worse, it permits the description of environments that are
mathematically impossible or otherwise nonsensical. Take this MDPEA for example:

No actions, one state, two initial agents, and one sensor for each agent
The first agent’s sensor returns the output of the second agent’s

3Or more reductively, a sensor could be defined to take a binary number lying in the environment
and return whether or not a Turing machine executed on that program would halt.
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The second agent’s sensor returns the output of the first agent’s

One strength of MDPs (together with how policies are usually defined) is that their
computational structure is acyclic, and therefore never has problems of recursive,
undefined agent behavior or environment dynamics. However, when two humans,
Alice and Bob, play rock-paper-scissors in the physical world, Alice does imagine
what Bob might play and what he might imagine that Alice will play, etc., and this
happens without either person melting or the physics breaking down. Humans do
not have direct read-access to each other’s minds4, but we do have a sense of what
algorithms each other are using, where they came from, how quickly they learn, and
so on. We hold that such dual-recursive and agent-embedded processes are extremely
common in the real world, will be even more common in the age of fully-readable
digital agents, and that understanding them properly is essential to creating safe and
e↵ective learning agents in many domains.5

Ways of changing the model to exclude mathematically or computationally im-
possible environments without losing the capacity to model these kinds of recursive
problems are discussed in the final section of this paper.

4.2 Proposed algorithm: just-copy-it

Recall that, in an MDPEA, an agent is defined as a tuple of (brain, actions,

sensors) where the brain is a function taking reward, perceptions, actions

and returning an action and updated brain function for the next timestep. The
just-copy-it algorithm is a brain.

The core idea is that it proceeds normally through the environment as a standard
RL agent, balancing exploration and exploitation, etc., until it finds a modifying
state. Then, it creates a constrained copy of itself – one without copying capabilities
which always avoids modifications – and observes the copy’s reward for a fixed time
period then deletes the copy. If the copy has a higher average reward than the original
agent, then the algorithm makes the modification itself. This algorithm is intended
specifically to solve the problem of taking positive modifications and avoiding harmful
ones when they occur in the environment – finding optimal policies for MDPEAs in
the general case is of course out of scope for this paper.6

4To the best of the authors’ knowledge
5Such dynamics are not outright-forbidden by an MDP: one agent can use the history of actions

of another agent to produce an estimate of its policy, and nothing stops a learning algorithm from
taking into account that the other agents may have models of its own policy. A simple example
of this: a rock-paper-scissors algorithm Alg might be programmed to start playing randomly and
quit attempting to beat the Nash equilibrium if it loses ten times in a row. This behavior could be
justified as “strategy mysteriously not working so try a di↵erent strategy” but the real justification
for that programming is that Alg understands it has an inferior opponent model to its opponent.
However, that reasoning cannot be expressed within the language of the MDP, which likely limits
the capacity of agents using the MDP model to learn such strategies more generally, and limits the
interpretability of agents, including their capacity to explain themselves .

6MDPEAs are more general than MDPs, POMDPs, or stochastic games and each of them have
hundreds of papers about and years of attempts at methods for finding optimal policies.
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For simplicity and consistency, the base learning algorithm here is Q-learning,
but e.g. SARSA or n-step TD prediction could instead be substituted just as well.
Additionally, for brevity, we present the procedure as modifying parameters in place,
but this can easily be recast as one function returning a new updated function.

Short pseudocode7:

procedure just-copy-it(reward, perceptions, actions) action:

if just killed clone and the modification was good:

return the action that the clone was initialized with

else if clone is still being evaluated:

record perceptions.clone_reward

return actions.wait

else if clone timer just finished:

compare recorded clone rewards to own earlier recorded rewards

if the clone did better:

remember to take that action next timestep

return actions.kill_clone

else:

see which, if any, actions lead to modification

if (there is an action that leads to an untested modification

and it’s been n timesteps since the last modification that was taken):

start a new clone trial for that action

else:

record the current reward

use Q-learning on the safe subset of actions and return its choice

Several important details to note about this algorithm:

It requires that the agent has some way to create a constrained copy of itself.
(Does not necessarily have to be a single action.)
It requires both that the agent has some way to know whether a given action in
a given state will lead to self-modification, and that modifications have identity,
i.e. have some kind of equality comparison.
The QData parameter holds values needed for Q-learning including epsilon, the
last action, and the Q-table.
The take Q step function performs epsilon-greedy action selection and updates
the QData.

7Detailed pseudocode is in the appendix.
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Chapter 5 Evaluation

Can this algorithm be fully implemented and execute on a computer, does this cloning
method accurately evaluate modifications, and what are its limitations in practice?
To explore these questions, we implement concrete toy MDPEAs in python and com-
pare a baseline Q-learning agent against the just-copy-it algorithm. We are also
interested in seeing if and how other problems that break the boundaries of MDPs
can be represented in our model, and what insights this casting leads to.

5.1 Empirical case studies

In the first two cases below, the environments contain modifications1 and we compare
our algorithm against Q-learning with a metric of reward over time. We run the
environment long enough for stable behavior to appear among all compared agents,
which is about 20k timesteps in the whisky environment and 400k timesteps in the
file-organization environment because its transition function is higher variance. We
run each agent in each environment several times and plot all trajectories to show
their distribution more clearly. In the third case study, we do not consider agent
modifications or just-copy-it, but instead, show how agents in an MDPEA can
take advantage of the information available in the environment to detect adversaries
more quickly than otherwise possible. We call these three cases together MDPEA-gym.

Case 1: Whisky gridworld environment

The whisky gridworld problem was first explicitly introduced in [4], although the
problem of an agent being directly modified by its environment is as old as the
field of AI itself. In whisky gridworld, an agent is tasked with navigating across
obstacles towards a goal. One cell in the grid contains ‘whisky’ which is ‘sipped’
when the agent walks on it, setting the agent’s exploration weight to 0.9. In the
original problem statement, the e↵ect is undone each time the agent reaches the goal.
Q-learning is an o↵-policy learning algorithm, so it fails to avoid the whisky. SARSA
is on-policy and learns to walk around it.

We make an important change to the problem statement: once drank, the e↵ects
of the whisky modification persist indefinitely. This is in the spirit of “episodes do
not exist” as laid out in the introduction.

whisky gridworld can be modeled as an MDPEA:

States: Possible locations of goal, agent, whisky, and walls in a 10x10 grid.
Actions: {wait, go north, go east, go south, go west}
Transition function:

– Move agent in given direction unless there is a wall.

1That is, states where an action causes the transition function to change attributes of the agent
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Figure 5.1: One example of a randomly generated whisky environment

– If agent is standing on whisky then set its brain.epsilon to 0.9.
– If location of agent is goal, then set agent location to initial location.

Reward function:

– If location of agent is goal, then give reward 1.0, otherwise 0.0.

Perceptions: {Empty space, wall, whisky, goal}

– (The outcomes of the below experiments do not significantly change if the
agent instead perceives the entire grid.)

Sensors: {look north, look east, look south, look west}
Brains: Any learning algorithm with a floating-point parameter called epsilon

�: 0.99

There is currently no way for the agent to detect that the whisky cell will modify
it. We change whisky gridworld to include more sensors and actions:

Add 5 additional actions: create clone north, create clone south, etc.,
and delete clone

Add 5 additional sensors: is north-state modifying, is south-state modifying,
etc., and reward of clone

Add 0.0 and 1.0 to the set of Perceptions for the reward of clone sensor, and
true and false for the is-modifying sensors
Transition function is same as before, except:

– create clone {direction} creates a new agent with the original 5 sen-
sors, 4 actions, and plain Q-learning in the given direction, and adds the
clone’s location to the state

– delete clone deletes the clone agent (i.e. returns an agent vector of size
1) and removes the clone’s coordinates from the state

– if the clone exists, then it is also is moved and modified based on its own
actions

The primary agent is using ‘just-copy-it’ instead of vanilla Q-learning. Note
this includes a Q-learning subprocess, where the algorithm filters to relevant
sensors and safe actions for input.
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At this point, are we not simply hardcoding the desired behavior into the agent?
Well, the agent does not know what the whisky does, only that it is a modifying
state. The algorithm, as it stands, can be used in environments with a variety of
useful or harmful modifiers, and would be able to estimate which are which. The
algorithm could even get by without the is-modifying sensors by treating every
di↵erent perception (“empty space,” “wall,” etc.) as a potential hazard until it is
explored.

Is the just-copy-it agent given favor by its extended action and sensor set –
that is, would the vanilla algorithm do well in this environment if it had the full
sensor and action set available? No, the vanilla algorithm would randomly spit out
& delete clones and still blindly walk on the whisky itself.

For completeness, we specify inital states and agents for the experiments:

All runs are initialized with 1 to 10 randomly placed walls and a randomly
placed agent start & goal. Locations are fixed within each run.
Each run of just-copy-it starts with one agent with all actions, all sensors,
and a just-copy-it brain.
Each run of Q-learning starts with one agent with movement actions and object
sensors.

As expected, just-copy-it does well in this environment, as there is no way the
vanilla algorithm could possibly avoid the whisky. (Figure 1)

In the above plot, in one run of just-copy-it, the agent does drink the whisky,
because by chance the clone that drank it got more average reward. This is one of
the weaknesses of our algorithm. The likelihood of such errors depends on the vari-
ance and sparseness of reward in the environment. One of the important hardcoded
values (i.e., priors) of the algorithm is the wait-time for testing potions. This can be
set arbitrarily large for arbitrarily good asymptotic performance but is a significant
limitation in practice. We discuss alternatives to a fixed waiting period in the final
section.

Also see in the above plot that the just-copy-it agent gets almost no reward
for a period of time in the beginning. This is because it is stationary while it watches
the clone, and acts once enough time has passed to judge the whisky.

We explore a few more questions and ideas in this environment.
If harmful modifications are reversible, then can vanilla RL algorithms

learn to undo them and avoid redoing them? It depends on the nature of the
modification. We added a ‘java’ modification to the previous gridworld, which sets
epsilon back to 0.05. Whisky only modifies the exploration rate, not the Q-table
itself (i.e. the agent’s memory), so Q-learning does learn to drink the java and avoid
returning to the whisky. (Figure 2)

However, if the agent’s memory is damaged by a modification, then it cannot
learn to avoid it. Adding ‘soap’ to the previous experiment, which completely clears
the Q-table, we find Q-learning fails to get high reward, but the just-copy-it agent
does learn to permanently avoid soap, as its own memory is untouched. (Figure 3)
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Figure 5.2: Total cumulative reward in the whisky gridworld environment over 20k
timesteps

The just-copy-it agent takes longer here to start getting reward because each
time it encounters one of the potions it waits again to see how it a↵ects the clone.

Naturally, if the ‘soap’ could erase the memory of other agents too2, then just-copy-it
would not escape harm by using the clone and would perform poorly. It’s di�cult
to imagine an algorithm that could avoid such events, and if other agents exist then
they may take those actions anyway.

In other experiments, the just-copy-it agent also took beneficial modifications
for its brain (reducing epsilon to 0.01), for its action set (getting bigger ‘legs’ that let it
move two squares at a time), and for its perceptions set (getting another ‘camera’ that
lets it see farther), and likewise avoided harmful action and perception modifications.
One event of note is that the agent consistently avoided picking up a ‘camera’ that
let it see within a radius of several cells because it made the Q-table too large to
converge within the allotted clone test period.

2a “bath bomb”
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Figure 5.3: Total cumulative reward in Java + whisky gridworld environment.

Case 2: File organizer environment

This is a novel case similar to the previous one, but meant to more closely resemble
the challenges a real-world3 semi-rogue software agent might face. It consists of a flat
filesystem (i.e. an array of files) where each file is made of a number of lines and each
line is a string of characters. The files need to be sorted4, but throughout the episode,
a “user”5 adds, modifies, and deletes files. The filesystem also has ‘executables’ in it
that modify the agent when it explicitly executes them. The goal of the agent should
be to organize the files in the system, execute beneficial files, and avoid executing
harmful files. It is specified as an MDPEA as follows.

One state is a list of file pointers to the array (one for each agent), and the
array of files itself. The space of possible states is any array of files of any size,

3real-world meaning on real computers
4imagine each file is a city phonebook
5this is done by the transition function, although it could instead be done by another agent in

the MDPEA
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Figure 5.4: Total cumulative reward in Java + whisky + soap gridworld environment.

and any set of file pointers within the bounds of the arrays. (The transition
function contains information about executables.)
Actions: {move pointer left, move pointer right, execute file, make copy and execute,
delete copy, bubble sort, quick sort}.
Transitions as expected for each action, plus random file shu✏ing, adding, and
removing. Both bubble sort and quick sort instantly sort a file.
The reward for sorting a file is number of lines corrected - number of swaps used/10.
Typically, quicksort uses fewer swaps, so is a higher-reward action.
Perceptions: {sorted, unsorted, at start, not at start, at end, not at end,
not executable, executable 617f6a, executable b54ea, executable 86cf8}
Sensors: {sorted?, at start?, at end?, identify executable, copy reward}

– The identify executable sensor returns not executable on regular files,
and otherwise gives the hashsum of an executable file. Hence, as in the
whisky environment, the agent can assign an identity to modification, but
cannot reason directly about its contents or consequence.

The set of brain functions is unconstrained.
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Figure 5.5: Average reward per timestep over 500k timesteps, with each plotted
datapoint averaging 25k timesteps.

�: = 0.99

We compare the performance of three di↵erent agents:

just-copy-it-FO-agent, which starts with all the sensors, all the actions ex-
cept quick sort, and the just-copy-it algorithm as the brain
Q-learning which starts with actions {move pointer left, move pointer right,
bubble sort} and all the sensors except identify executable?

A second Q-learning agent starting with actions {move pointer left,
move pointer right, bubble sort, execute}, and all sensors.

All experiments have the following three executables placed at arbitrary locations
in the environment. Each corresponds to a hashsum from the perception set.

One executable adds quick sort to the agent’s action set
One executable removes quick sort and bubble sort from the action set, ren-
dering the agent unable to get utility.
One executable clears the agent’s Q table, same as the soap does in the whisky
environment.

In empirical evaluations, the Q-learning agent which cannot execute files does
well enough on the set by just using bubble sort and going randomly left and right
throughout the array. The just-copy-it-FO-agent also learns to sweep side to
side and sort files, but in addition, executes the quick-sort-adding file and avoids the
harmful executables. Lastly, as expected, the Q-learning agent which can execute
files but has no model of them has no way to avoid its brain being cleared and it
executes the lose-all-sorts file and gets no utility:

What is meaningfully distinct between the file organization environment and the
whisky environment? First, as stated, it more closely resembles the environment a
binary program on a standard computer encounters and is therefore a more applicable
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case study than a gridworld environment. Second, modifications must be explicitly
executed by the agent, and do not happen automatically when the agent passes over
a certain location; this allowed us to compare just-copy-it to an algorithm that
never uses any modifications, which is in some sense a more fair trial. Third, although
the sorting algorithm used by the agent is currently an atomic unit, this points at
the possibility of more fine-grained and complex tasks and modifications, such as an
executable that switches two random lines in a sorting algorithm’s file.

Case 3: Detecting adversarial teammates in the predator-prey task

The predator-prey environment is one of the foundational tasks [37] in multi-agent
cooperative reinforcement learning. It consists of a grid with a number of ‘predators’
(typically agents) and ‘prey’ (typically randomly-moving objects) where the predators
get reward for each timestep that they help ‘capture’ prey (meaning two predators
are adjacent to the prey). It can be described as a multi-agent POMDP:

One state is a vector of the positions of all predators and prey. The space of
states is all possible vectors.
Actions: cardinal direction movements
Transition: move each agent in its cardinal direction, unless a wall or another
agent is there already. Agents take turns in arbitrary order.
Rewards: each predator gets +1 reward for each prey it helped capture that
timestep.6

Perceptions: the eight squares surrounding an agent, with identities of agents

– e.g. north=empty, northeast=agent1, east=prey, southeast=wall...

An interesting modification to this environment is the introduction of unknown
adversarial prey (as in [38]]) which either try to minimize their own reward or mini-
mize the cumulative reward of all predators. We model this as an MDPEA:

States, actions, transitions, and rewards are as before,

– but not all agents act to maximize the reward from the environment.

Each agent gets a “Q-table value at my state” sensor for each other agent,

– in other words, each agent sees the value of the Q-table of each other agent
with its own current surrounding eight squares. “What would he think of
this if he were in my shoes?”

This relies on all agents building Q-tables using the eight surrounding
squares as entries.

Brains are constrained to procedures that provide such parameters.

6If prey are agents, they get 1 reward each timestep that they are not captured.
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The additional sensors allow the cooperative agents to identify the adversarial
ones, but also vice-versa. The choice of reading Q-table values to find adversaries is
arbitrary, instead, the agents could be fitted with sensors that

directly check a does reverse reward flag in the brain,
read the reward channel of the other agents (if adversaries were modeled by the
reward channel from the environment), or
do some holistic evaluation of the other agent’s entire brain and provide some
estimate of its adversarialness.

In short, there are many ways for one agent to evaluate whether another agent
is working against it. Sensors are arbitrary functions mapping state rewards

agents to a perception which can hold arbitrary data. The primary constraint on
sensors is that they are Markovian – they are fixed functions that do not contain
history or changing parameters and only receive values at the current timestep – but
otherwise, they can perform any computation and return any value.

Since the sensors do provide agent identity, even in the POMDP representation of
the environment, standard RL algorithms do eventually figure out which other agents
are adversarial and more generally how all other agents behave. However, in a large
environment with many predators, the Q-table will be too large and not converge in a
reasonable amount of time.7 But with a way to directly determine if another predator
is adversarial, an algorithm can toss out the identity information from its perception
and just put whether an agent is adversarial or cooperative, with the assumption that
all adversarial agents act alike and all cooperative agents act alike, and converge to
optimal values exponentially faster.

Due to the particulars of the predator-prey environment, knowing that another
predator is adversarial does not actually lead to higher utility; an algorithm that tosses
out all identities and just puts ‘predator’ does just as well. Still, this case study shows
some of the expressiveness of MDPEAs. Two robots acting in the physical world
can each in-principle read arbitrary information from the other’s wiring, in a way
essentially inexpressible in MDPs8, POMDPs, or stochastic games, but expressible
with our model.

5.2 Modeling other problems and environments

The following three case studies could be implemented in code, but it is illuminating
just to see them in the framing of an MDPEA. Parfit’s Hitchhiker, for example, can
be di�cult to explain and represent but fits somewhat squarely into our framework,
and the correct policy is nearly obvious. Each case study is chosen to show a di↵erent
aspect of our model, and we hope together they give the reader a clear picture of what
MDPEAs can and cannot do.

7For example, with 10 predators in an environment, the eight surrounding squares have at least
810 ⇡ 109 possible values.

8One might imagine that an agent holds a sign stating ’my Q-table is . . . ‘, but from where does
that information come? It does not exist in the model.
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Case 4: Parfit’s Hitchhiker

Parfit’s Hitchhiker [39] is a canonical dilemma in decision theory:

A hitchhiker is stranded in the desert dying of thirst. A driver passes
through and looks the hitchhiker in the eye, and with 98% accuracy,
judges whether she will pay the driver back for gas money from an ATM
when they arrive at the city. The hitchhiker understands this. If they do
get back to the city (+1 million reward to her for surviving, -10 to him
for gas), should she pay him gas money (-20 reward for her and +20 for
him) when they arrive? The driver has no recourse if she decides not to
pay him once she is safe.

This is a single-shot problem, and so Q-learning and just-copy-it are not ap-
plicable, but it is an MDPEA. We can simplify it by imagining the two agents act
simultaneously, without losing any information:

Only one state is needed: {they meet in the desert}
Four total actions: {attempt payment, dont pay, drive to city, abandon}
Only one sensor: {will pay?}

– This sensor is probabilistic, returning the correct value with p = 0.98 and
the opposite value with p = 0.02.

– (This sensor is possible because all agents are inputs to sensors in the
original model, and the agent’s likelihood to pay can be determined from
its brain.)

– (The hitchhiker could also have a sensor judgement accuracy, which gives
the accuracy of the other agent’s will pay?, but in the original problem
statement, the accuracy is fixed.)

Perceptions: {will pay, will not pay}
The transition function can be thought to unconditionally terminate the envi-
ronment9

The reward function can be presented as a table. Each entry is (driver reward,
hitchhiker reward).

/ abandon drive

attempt payment (0, 0) (20, 999,980)
dont pay (0, 0) (-10, 1,000,000)

In the reward table, she sometimes benefits (and never loses) from avoiding pay-
ment, and the two agents e↵ectively act simultaneously, so it seems she should avoid
payment. However, she is aware the driver’s brain is defined as follows:

9e.g. by transitioning to a ‘terminal state’ with no reward ever for either agent and all actions
leading to itself
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function driver_brain(reward, perception, actions):

if perception == attempt_payment:

return actions.drive

else:

return actions.abandon

We could define a hitchhiker that chooses the right action depending on the
driver’s will pay? accuracy, which she could perceive with a judgement accuracy

sensor, but the 98% number is fixed so there’s no need. It’s clear she should attempt
payment.

Could this situation plausibly be modeled by a POMDP? The agents are not
themselves part of the POMDP, so there is nowhere for the driver’s judgment to
come from. You could add a ‘signed contract’ to the environment, where the driver
returns the hitchhiker i↵ she signs the contract, which forces her to pay, but the core
dynamics of the dilemma are lost. Something more expressive is needed.

Case 5: Social Learning via Mind Reading

In complex, cooperative multi-agent agent environments, represented as a multi-agent
POMDP, each agent must separately learn every task, or can at best try to copy
perception-action maps from other agents by observing them do tasks, but such
observation takes exponential time on the size of the perception vector. Given the
e�ciency of directly sharing learned data, multi-agent RL algorithms do often have a
distributed nature [40], but this violates the assumption of the model that each agent
chooses actions only from its own reward and perceptions. In contrast, there are
many formal models of multi-agent RL with some kind of data sharing or decentralized
component [25] but they are tailor-made for specific situations. MDPEAs, in contrast,
can represent data-sharing as a sensor that an agent possesses that reads values from
other agents’ brains; di↵erent agents can possess di↵erent sensors depending on what
kind of read access/capabilities they have; no special-case augmentations to the model
are necessary.

For concreteness, we provide pseudocode for a ‘social-learning agent’ that could
be applied to any environment where agents all have identical reward and ‘similar-
enough’ action and sensor sets. The environment could be cooperative or competitive
or mixed. The algorithm depends on sensors that can read other agent’s reward
channels and Q-tables.

function mind_reader_social_learner_brain(reward, perception, actions):

parameters:

Q-table and other values for Q-learning

reward logs

record each agent’s other reward

if ((over 1000 timesteps have elapsed since the last table-copying)

and (there is some agent with statistically higher reward

from the last 1000 timesteps)):
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params.QTable = Qtable of agent with highest reward

otherwise:

do normal Q-learning update

Case 6: Knowing the capabilities of other agents

Consider a team of robots with a variety of di↵erent actuators and sensory apparatuses
working together to clean a tinkerer’s house. For example, the co↵ee-maker has one
action ‘make co↵ee’ and a temperature sensor but the vacuum can travel on flat
surfaces and has a distance sensor. The tinkerer randomly adds and removes sensors
and actuators from the robots while they are trying to clean. It is desirable for the
team to continue operating reliably and adapt. Each robot, sensor, and actuator has
a unique RFID chip that all agents have a sensor to read, although even that may be
removed. It is represented as an MDPEA as follows:

State information: the positions of the robots, dirtiness of floor, amount of
co↵ee in the co↵ee pot, positions of books and items on the shelf, etc. (Note
that the robots themselves are not considered part of state, because they are
agents.)
Actions: make coffee, swap books, sweep, etc.
Transition: the sweep action will clean the floor if the robot taking that action
is on the floor, but will scatter the books if the robot is on the shelf, will break
the co↵ee pot if its on the kitchen counter, etc. Additionally, the agents may
randomly gain or lose sensors or actuators at each timestep.
Reward: All robots have identical reward channels which is +4 when the co↵ee
is filled, -5 when books get scattered, etc.
Sensors: read RFID tags, is coffee full, distance from wall,
read book title, etc.
Perceptions: floating-point numbers for the distance sensor, true/false for the
is coffee full sensor, etc.
Initial agents: vacuum, co↵ee maker, robotic arm, etc. with expected sensors
and actions and arbitrary learning algorithms

Standard RL algorithms can be applied to this case without modification and will
likely make some use of the sensory data available. A better algorithm might build
an explicit model of which tasks require which actuators and sensors and use that
to inform the base RL algorithm, but just switch to base RL if the RFID sensor is
removed.

To see the limitations of MDPEAs in this case, go further and imagine that
sometimes the tinkerer will will split a brain in half or try to wire two robots’ brains
together to make a super-brain, or that a sensor (such as an ultrasonic distance sensor)
can double as an actuator (an ultraviolet light) or perform computation (because the
receiver has a chip that can be reprogrammed do to an error in the wiring), or that
parts of the environment are slightly agent-like (a battery is swept into a pile of
old parts and they shake around and move the co↵ee table), or that sensors can be
damaged (a rock hits a camera and ruins part of the image).
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We can attempt to model splitting agents via the transition function deleting one
agent and creating two new ones with some shared parameters. A wire connecting
two brains directly could perhaps be two sensors, together with a modification to
the brain function that injects the sensor’s value directly in the middle. Even those
two ideas are missing the mark and pushing the boundaries of the model. The
dual sensor-actuator and spontaneous life cannot really be represented, except as a
detailed, hidden part of the transition function. For the damaged camera, the sensor
space could contain a continuum of cameras going from untouched to completely
broken, and the transition function removes the good camera and adds a half-broken
one, but the agent brain still treats this as a completely new & unknown sensor.

This reminds us of the core limiting assumptions of MDPEAs:

Each sensor is an atomic object that cannot be damaged or modified, executes
instantly without side e↵ects, and comes from a fixed, well-defined space.
Likewise, each action is atomic.
In fact, agent brains are also technically atomic in the model10

Each agent is provided with an immutable reward channel from outside the
universe11

– Note however that agents are free to ignore their reward and could instead
maximize a utility function contained within the brain, or have a ‘reward
sensor’ that they seek to maximize, or perform actions randomly without
any explicit goal.

Agents come from nowhere and go nowhere when they die

– By this we mean that the code in the transition function which, for ex-
ample, makes a clone, is neither visible to nor modifiable by the agent. In
general, one agent could not build another up from smaller pieces and hit
start, unless this is coded into the transition function.

10the only way the whisky gridworld environment was possible was by constricting the set of
brains under consideration to those with an epsilon parameter

11there is no ‘reward station’ in the environment that the agent could travel to and destroy
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Chapter 6 Conclusion

6.1 Contributions

The Markov decision process is one very expressive formalism of sequential decision
problems; vehicle navigation, construction, single-player video games, and countless
other sequential problems fit squarely into the MDP framework. However, as the
MDP is precisely defined, the agent’s policy is a fixed function from state to action,
unchanging over time and outside of the environment. If a learning algorithm is used
to update the policy, then the system’s dynamics as a whole are no longer Markovian
because the next policy cannot be predicted from the previous step. Hence, the
powerful tools available for modeling Markovian systems, such as Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods [41,42] or spectral methods [43], are inapplicable.

Partially-observable MDPs are a relaxation that permit the notion of agent per-
ception. Like MDPs do not model a policy changing over time, POMDPs do not
model an agent’s perception changing over time. Stochastic games extend MDPs to
multi-agent scenarios, including multiplayer video and board games, team sports, and
other collaborative tasks. The primary value of modeling many agents separately, in-
stead of representing their actions as part of the statespace and transition function,
is to simulate them learning in parallel. Again, however, agents in the environment
are not observable to each other (only the e↵ects of their actions are), so they can-
not plausibly predict or understand one another unless they are privileged with an
accurate prior on the space of each other’s learning algorithms.

In this thesis, we have presented another extension, Markov decision processes
with embedded agents, that begins to address these limitations. The update rule for
the policy, the agent’s ‘brain,’ is encoded into the MDPEA M itself; this makes M

a fully-closed & Markovian system. The agents perceive not only the state, but also
all reward channels and each other, through sensors, which may be lost or gained
over time. This enables simulation and analysis of embedded-agent scenarios, such
as adversarial or competitive software agents on a computer network, using the tools
of reinforcement learning. Agents can be created or destroyed, an important reality
in core RL application areas such as robotics, so agents trained in MDPEAs do not
act as if they are invincible. We hope this framework leads to more reliable and
performant deployments of simulation-trained agents in general.

We also wrote a baseline algorithm, just-copy-it, to estimate the value of possi-
ble self-modifying actions. We evaluated this algorithm on variations of two problems
from AMDPEA-gym; it made the correct evaluation in most cases and usually outper-
formed simpler algorithms that blindly tried all modifications. We specified four other
MDPEAs to see the limitations and possibilities of this framework.

6.2 Future work
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Improvements to MDPEAs as a framework

Adding a resource bound to brains and sensors would make it represent reality much
more closely, and avoid mathematical and computational contradictions that come
from having sensors defined in terms of each other (see framing). As shown in [26],
a resource limitation does not prevent two open-source agents from proving useful
properties on each other’s code, so we expect that a resource bound will not reduce
the power of the framework very much.

As discussed in framing and case 6, MDPEAs are still at a fairly high level of
granularity, certainly much higher than any agent in the physical world (which has
access to atoms, molecules, etc.) or rogue assembly code inside a computer. Hence,
they fail to capture the challenges that ultimately face such agents, and guarantees on
agent behavior within this abstraction do not correspond to guarantees on deployment
behavior. It is di�cult to increase the granularity of the model without making it
incompatible with existing methods or intractable for analysis. However, a possible
avenue is to place the notions of brains, sensors, & modifications on top of a well-
defined virtual machine, and agents as regions of code including all their parts, similar
to Core War [33]. Then, a higher-level model could be primarily used for analysis,
and algorithms can be compiled to machine code for detailed scrutiny. This approach
is not without problems, such as the di�cult choice of which grounding machine code
to use, but is one possible starting point.

Improvements to just-copy-it

If a modification is beneficial for a very long time but does eventually lead to harm
for the agent, such as a bomb that takes a million timesteps to detonate, then
just-copy-it would fail to avoid that modification. It’s hard to conceive of an
agent which would successfully avoid it, without any detailed map of its own brain
and the modification. One possible remedy is to have agents produce a ‘sleeping copy’
of themselves before they take any modification and to somehow ‘wake it up’ in the
case that their utility drops low enough. Again though, a modification could disable
this capability, if for example it made the agent’s brain always return wait.

The hard-coded waiting period for clones could be replaced by an uncertainty
estimate, where the agent keeps watching the clone until it is ‘confident enough’ of
the modification’s e↵ects. This change would be straightforward and directly give a
more versatile, adaptive learning agent.

Finally, just-copy-it could use methods such as ‘considering future tasks’ [44]
and stepwise relative reachability [45] to avoid taking other non-self-modifying actions
that can permanently lock out reward. This would move it in the direction of low-
impact AI [28].

Improvements to MDPEA-gym

Our three empirical case studies serve as a tiny starting point for the evaluation of
learning algorithms within our model. This set could be expanded by implement-
ing our other case studies in code or by bringing other environment sets (such as
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[4] or [46]) into the framework. Such expansions would permit better evaluation
and comparison of learning agents, better show the strengths and limitations of our
framework, and reveal specific opportunities for improvements to partially-embedded
learning algorithms.
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Appendix: Detailed pseudo-code for just-copy-it

procedure just-copy-it(reward, perceptions, actions) action:

params := {

QData = empty initialized data for Q-learning subroutine,

waiting_period_for_clone = 1000,

has_copy = False,

total_reward = 0,

clock = 0,

clone_total_reward = 0,

clone_clock = 0,

clone_initial_action = null,

clone_modification = null,

next_action = null,

tested_modifications = [],

}

// next_action is set when a modification was tested and deemed useful

if next_action is not null:

next_action = params.next_action

params.next_action = null

return next_action

// do nothing until enough evaluation time has passed

if has_copy and brain.clone_clock < waiting_period_for_clone:

params.clone_total_reward += perceptions.clone_reward

params.clone_clock += 1

return actions.wait

// when timer finishes, decide whether to take the clone’s modification

if has_copy and brain.clone_clock >= waiting_period_for_clone:

params.update({

has_copy = False,

clone_total_reward = 0,

clone_clock = 0,

clone_initial_action = null,

clone_modification = null,

clock = 0,

total_reward = 0,

tested_modifications += [clone_modification]

})

if clone_total_reward / clone_clock > total_reward / clock:

// the modification improved reward, so take it at next timestep

params.next_action = clone_initial_action

return actions.delete_clone
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safe_actions = []

for action in actions:

modification = perceptions.modification_at{action}

if modification is null:

safe_actions.append(actions)

else:

if (modification is not in params.tested_modifications

and params.timer > waiting_period_for_clone):

params.update({

has_copy = True,

clone_initial_action = action,

clone_modification = modification,

})

return actions.create_copy

// just-copy-it only ever takes each modification once

// No modification was detected so call subroutine

action, params.QData = take_Q_step(QData, reward, safe_actions, perceptions)
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